
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                        

                                           
 
 
 
                        FreeFlow Tutorial    Part 2: Print a new document 
 
  This is a “quick tutorial” to help people understand the new FreeFlow. The 
best part is that if you have used the old version then this will be even easier to 
understand and use.     If you have never used iWay, you should still find this very ‘user 
friendly’. It is put together in a “wizard” type format…if you just follow the instructions 
and fill in your information, page by page, you will likely be successful the very first 
time. In any event, the learning curve for this version is much shorter and easier than in 
‘version 2.5’.    
    We hope you will find this tutorial to be helpful and, as always, thank you for 
your interest in FreeFlow!
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After logging in, we will upload a new form….Click “Print Documents from Your 
Computer” 



 
 
Click on ‘Browse’ to find your file….. 



 
 
The typical ‘windows’ file panel opens….In this example we will choose our old favorite 
training file, “iWayTest.doc” (the famous “jumping man” file, generally located in “My 
Documents”) Click ‘Open’. 



 
 
We return to the ‘select file’ pane and our file selection is now visible. Then click 
‘Continue’….Note: The files can be attached separately by clicking ‘Send Files 
Separately’…however, most people won’t need it. (Although it is useful should you 
encounter any problems or error messages when uploading into iWay or if the file is 
password protected). 
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Now here we select the ‘Job Type.’ Most, like this example……will be ‘Standard CoSD 
Forms'. When you select it………(next, please)……. 



 
 
You see it highlighted…Click 'Continue'……. 



 
Here is the 'Edit Properties' page. This is where you tell iWay how you want it printed...
We now select the ‘subtype’. For this file it is ‘Two Sides B&W’ (or Two Sides B&W 
one staple…if you like)….Remember that here is where you select a description of how 
your finished job will look. We call it “Go with what you know”. If you know your job 
should be 2 sided with a staple, printed in Black and White, then this selection should be 
‘Two Sides B&W one staple’. Look through the list to select the closest match 
(FYI…4CP is 4 color process meaning ‘full color’). 
 
 



 

Now we select other 'properties'. Here we select paper, color of printing, number of 
pages, orientation, sheet size, etc. You can also select more properties and options by 
clicking below (at bottom arrow). These all affect pricing...please be accurate.
 NOTE When selecting recycled paper, (under paper:) size is predetermined along with 
description; that is, changing paper size has no effect with 'Recycled' selections. Each choice
has it's own pre-set size indicated by "(only)". 



 
 
Here we see ‘Cost Center’ and ‘Ref Code’ selections. Remember to include your ‘Low 
Org’ number in ‘Ref Code’……Also you can add a note to us with additional instructions 
here. The ‘Note’ section is very useful in giving us special instructions. If you want your 
job printed in a fashion that is not covered precisely by the ‘subtype’, here is where you 
could tell us how exactly you want it to be printed. Don’t be afraid to use it…too much 
info is usually better than not enough. 



 
 

You may come across this screen….it means that something about your drop-down menus 
selection(s) is in conflict with the file you uploaded. The best solution is to first go back and 
double check your selections. However, if you want to print it differently than this file or 
otherwise cannot specify how to print it, you can check the box: “I want the Print Provider to 
resolve these problems”. NOTE this may affect pricing accuracy, but not always. This is usually 
easier than trying the “review these problems” link up above. When done click 'Continue'.



 
 
Here you can choose exactly which pages of the file you want printed. This way you can 
exclude any un-wanted pages. You can also choose how many images to fit on one page 
(rarely if ever used) or scale the image to fit the page size. This is very similar to the 
options you would have if you were printing to your personal printer on your desk. 
 
 



 
 
Here we have chosen to exclude certain pages just to illustrate this feature….you won’t 
always need or want to do this 
Click continue… 



 
 
Here it converts to a PDF….please wait as it can take a few minutes if the system is 
busy…… 
Click continue….. 



 
 
We see our PDF preview…..Please look carefully at this “proof” as this is exactly how 
your job will look when printed.  If the proof is not clear, or you also want a hard-copy proof
please request a proof in the ENTER A NOTES section under "For additional properties 
click here" link. 
 
Now hit ‘Add to Cart and Checkout’…. 
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Now you go directly to the ‘Shopping Cart’ ….the procedure now is basically the same as 
earlier…. Click ’Get Quote’ and click ‘Proceed to Checkout’. 



 
 
Then we see the ‘Shipping Address’ pane. From here on there is nothing new….the 
ordering process progresses the same way as covered in an earlier tutorial…….. 



Thank you for visiting our FreeFlow tutorial. This should 
get you acquainted with the most common features of the iWay 
system. If you feel you would like more training, help or have a 
question, please contact Patrick Angsten at 
patrick.angsten@xerox.com. , 858-650-0829 or 619-247-6879 
 Thank you! 




